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IoT SECURITY FEATURE

How Edge Processing Can Achieve CCPA
Compliance by Default
It can be difficult for even the most sophisticated companies to bridge data and
privacy together in a way that keeps consumers safe. Many of these
businesses wonder how they can fulfill privacy expectations and
simultaneously extract enough information for their apps and services.
Read More

 

IoT INDUSTRY NEWS
u-blox Acquires IoT Communication-as-a-Service Provider Thingstream
u?blox announced it has acquired IoT Communication?as?a-Service provider,
Thingstream. Thingstream provides IoT connectivity solutions using the
industry standard MQTT protocol. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Win One of Eleven MAX11131 Breakout Boards!
This week on Dev Kit Weekly we meet a kit with a nickname ? BOB. It?s a
16-channel, 12-bit successive approximation register ADC with a sampling
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rate of 3 Megasamples per second. It also has a cool feature called
SampleSet, which is a user-programmable analog input channel sequencer.
Watch and Win.
Sponsored by Maxim Integrated

 

IoT SENSORS NEWS
Laird Releases New Multi-Wireless IoT Gateway
Laird Connectivity launched its new multi-wireless Sentrius IG60-BL654
gateway for secure and reliable connectivity from Bluetooth sensors to the
cloud. 
Read more

IoT EDGE NEWS
Eurotech Extends its Portfolio of Railway-certified Modular IoT Edge
Gateways
Eurotech released the BoltGATE 20-31, a new family of Modular IoT Edge
Gateway. The family provides a modular solution that addresses the
challenges of applications for smart transportation. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Embedded Toolbox: Renesas RA MCUs, SEGGER AppWizard & Amazon
FreeRTOS
Increasingly, end users of embedded and IoT devices expect snappy,
intuitive, and interactive graphical user interfaces on IoT endpoints.
Sponsored by Renesas

 

IoT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE NEWS
Kerlink to Provide Israeli, Saturas, Startup with LoRa-Based Hardware,
Software
Kerlink announced it will provide Saturas, an Israeli startup company, with
LoRa-based hardware and software as it launches its technology commercially.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Optimize Power Distribution Networks for Flat Impedance
A single rogue wave can kill a power distribution network (PDN) in high-
speed digital design. Optimize your PDN to achieve a target impedance,
while avoiding high Q resonances that can cause rogue waves.
Sponsored by Keysight Technologies

 

HARDWARE LEVEL IoT SECURITY NEWS
IKV to Use Intrinsic ID?s BroadKey, Software-Based Encryption at
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Hardware Level
Intrinsic ID announced IKV has launched its software-based security solution
equaling hardware level for IoT security. The company used Intrinsic ID?s
BroadKey, a secure root key generation and management software solution to
secure its products. 
Read more

WEBCAST

From nanoPower to Light Speed
Sponsored by: Maxim Integrated
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IoT DEVICE SECURITY FEATURE

Security in Our IoT Products: We?ve Never
Needed It, So Why Start Now?
Is device security necessary?

Good question. Most companies have a solid portfolio of products deployed
out to the field, and many could claim they?ve been in the market for more
than 20 years without incident.

Well, the market is not the same as it was 20 years ago, and things have
changed, even from just a few years ago.
Read More
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